
Possible Interview Questions for The Illusion of Being a Black Man Radio Interview 

1. What inspired you to write The Illusion of Being a Black Man? (Answered in 1 minute) 

2. What do you mean when you say “The Illusion of Being a Black Man”? (2 mins.) 

3. What message do you want The Illusion of Being a Black Man to send to readers? (1 min.) 

4. What makes you qualified to suggest that black men live an illusion? (1 min.) 

5. The subtitle: Behind the Smoke and Mirrors refers to what? Explain what you mean. (1 min.) 

6. What would you say is the primary cause of youth, gang, and gun violence? (2 min.) 

7. In being so shockingly straightforward about the black male lifestyle, what is the response? (1 min.) 

8. What would you say is the solution to youth, gang, and gun violence throughout the country? (2 mins.) 

9. What is your opinion on the chances of success for someone being raised by a single-parent? (2 mins.) 

10. What advice would you give today’s teens about responsibility and parental relationships? (2 mins.) 

11. What message do you want to give to family members of individuals in prison? (2 mins.) 

12. At what age do you feel a parent should start teaching a child in finance and goal setting? (1 min.) 

13. What inspired you to pursue your education and ultimately become a Ph.D.? (2 mins.) 

14. What qualifies you to talk about prison, prisoners, and prison life? (2 mins.) 

15. How did it feel after serving 16 ½ years in prison and five additional years under supervision? (1 mins.) 

16. Why is there a revolving door of black males of every generation continuing to fill prisons? (2 mins.) 

17. Does having a felony conviction pose a problem for you, or how have you overcome it? (2 mins.) 

18. What signs must parents look for to determine if a child is at risk of being lost to the streets? (2 mins.) 

19. You mention the Respect Me Movement as a possible solution to youth, gang, and gun violence. 

 What is the Respect Me Movement and how can it help? (2 min.) 

20. What immediate action can a parent take to prevent a child from falling for the illusion? (1 min.) 

 

21. Is your book mainly focused on blacks or does the illusion affect us all in some way? (2 min.) 

 

22. What inspirational message would you like to leave with listeners? (2 mins.) 

 

23. How can our listeners get a copy of your book The Illusion of Being a Black Man? 


